This paper proposes a method for the rapid and pre cise estimation of human hand postures by combining 2-D appearance matching and 3-D model-based fitting. First a rough posture estimate is obtained by image indexing. Each possible hand appearance generated from a given 3-D shape model is labeled by an index obtained by peA com pression and registered with its 3-D model parameters in advance. By retrieving the index of the input image. the method can obtain the matched appearance image and its 3-D parameters rapidly. Then, starting from the obtained rough estimate, it estimates the posture and moreover re fines the given initial 3-D model by model-fitting. The se quential activation of the two processes in every frame gives the precise posture estimate rapidly. The effectiveness a/the method is shown by experimental results.
Introduction
Recently vision-based human interfaces have attracted increasing attentions as an alternative way to traditional in put devices like mouses and keyboards. Such attempts pre viously proposed can be divided into two categories: 3-D model-based and 2-D appearance-based approaches. Meth ods in the first category extract local image features and {it a given 3-D shape model to the features [1] [2]. While the methods are able to estimate the object postures accurately based on the least squares criterion, failures of segmentation and feature correspondence often occur due to a great vari ety of hand appearances and self-occlusion. Methods in the second category register the possible 2-D appearances of the target object and then find the best-matched one to the input image [3] [4] . They are robust to self-occlusion since they extract no features and directly match the intensity prop erty between the input and the registered images. Required processing time is short since the matched images are di mensionally compressed by Principal Component Analysis (PCA). However, they only categorize the inputs into sev eral patterns like the hand signs with no extraction of the 3-D information. Black et a1. [5] 
Overview of our method
We propose an extended ES method by combining 2-D appearance matching and 3-D model-based fitting (see In the estimation phase, the method can retrieve the matched appearance image and its 3-D parameters rapidly by using the index generated from the input image as a search key. Since it is expected that the posture in the next time-step is found near the posture pre dicted by filtering, the search area can be limited. Since our method divides the registered hand appearances with similar 3-D parameters into subgroups and each subgroup is PeA-compressed respectively, the rough estimate for the 
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3 Rapid Estimation of Rough Posture
Global Shape Feature
In the retrieval of the rough estimate, the method com pares global shape features extracted from the hand contour in an input image in stead of direct matching of the im age itself. For simpliCity, the hand region is assumed to be brighter than the background and the clothes so that the hand region is easily obtained.
For reduction of the number of the models, the shape features invariant to the position, scale and rotation are com puted from the contour of the hand region. As shown in fig ure 2, let Pi (i = 0, .. . , N � 1) be N points which are placed at a regular interval on the contour and 'T-, be the distance be tween Pi and the center of gravity C . The scale-normalized distance p( i) is obtained by p( i) = � where A is the area of the hand region. The shape feature is defined as the list of normalized distance {p(i)}(i = 0" ", N -1).
Rotation-Invariant Matching
The use of the above feature normalizes the position and scale. However, the feature is sensitive to rotation. Rotation changes the order of the elements in the feature list. Thus we need to devise a method of determining a particular point on the contour as the first element in the list. We first tried to use the principal axis of the silhouette. However, the result is not satisfactory as shown in Fig.3(a) 
;=0 is adopted as the difference between the input and the kth model features. Based on this criterion, we tried a matching experiment using 192 model images and 70 input images not included in the model images. Here, N is fixed to 256.
In this experiment, the matching was regarded as successful if there are right shapes decided by human in the best three models. The method successfully matched 95% of the input images. Fig.3(b) shows a matching result example.
Rapid Matching by Image Indexing
Using PCA Compression
In the estimation time, the model shape features stored in advance are matched to the input shape features one after another. For rapid process nearly in real-time, the individual matching computation is required to be reduced as much as possible. For this reason, the extracted shape features are compressed by PCA.
The shape feature {pC i)} can be also regarded as points on the high-dimensional space by definition of feature vector x: tation of the matching with the peA compression is reduced to less than 30% of that without compression.
Fast Search with Locally-Compressed
Feature Manifold
In spite of the above data compression, the number of comparison can become huge due to the great variety of the hand shape. Heap et a1.
[11] divided the image space into a set of local patches generated by peA-compression in each local neibourhood. This patch set constructs a manifold in the feature space to be searched for the model matching to the input image. Since the model images in a patch are sim ilar each other, this idea improves the data compression rate (i.e. decrease the number of dimensionality). Additionally it also helps with limiting the search area. After a refined 3-D posture estimate is obtained (described in Sec. 4 .2), we can limit the next search area to the patches adjacent to the estimate. (see Fig.5 ). Note that this adjacency degree be tween patches is defined by the ditference of the 3-D shape parameters, not that of the shape feature. Under the assump tion of the motion smoothness of the human hand, the well matched model image is found in a short time.
Experimental Result of Rough Esti mation
Since we have a 3-D shape model of human hand, we can easily make a number of eGs as the model images whose 3-D posture parameters (palm orientation and an gles of finger joints) are known. Using eGs as the model images, it is therefore possible to retrieve the 3-D posture by search for the best-matched model image by using the PCA-compressed shape featme y as the index. Fig.6 shows examples of the retrieved 3-D postures from the indexed eGs. In the current implementation on Sun SPARC Sta tion 10, the posture can be estimated 10 frames per second including image captming and the pre-processes.
Estimate Refinement by 3-D Model Fitting

Image Segmentation and Making Feature Correspondence
Based on the rough posture obtained by the above method, we next refine the postUIe estimate. For more pre cise estimation, we try to simultaneously adapt the initial 3-D model to the individual hand shape. Given the rough estimate, the feature extraction is easily resolved because it is already clear where each finger is located and which fin ger is occluding or occluded. Therefore, the refined 3-D pa rameters are obtained by fitting to the image features with least squares method. However it often fails when some 
Ambiguity Limiting using Constraint Knowledge
Because we can use the time sequence of images, we consider to apply a filtering method such as Kalman Fil ter for estinlation of the parameter vector x including scale. wrist position, palm orientation. joint angles, lengths and widths of fingers and a palm. Additionally we consider more constraint knowledge of the hand. Our arnbiguity limiting process with the above constraints is shown in Fig.? It is the same as a nonnal filtering method except in that the constraining phases is inserted between the pre diction and observation phases. In the filtering framework, the ambiguity of the estimated parameter is represented as its probability distribution. When a inequality constraint such as -20 :s; () :s; 40 is available, the probability dis tribution can be truncated by removing the parts where the inequalities are not satisfied. Then the covariance ellipsoid is incrementally limited, namely the depth ambiguity gets small, during the sequential observations. We use the fol lowing knowledge for the truncation. fitting. We show the effectiveness of our method by simula tion and an application to real hand images.
One of the remai ning problems is the difficulty in distin guishing shapes like a fist. In order to resolve it, we consider to use intensities and multiple camera sources. It is also necessary to extract hand regions from any backgrounds.
